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Topics
Entertainment
Inspiration / Achievement
Musicians / Bands
Peak Performance
Work-life Balance

About Mike Rayburn
Mike Rayburn’s personal, business and career mission is simple: Transform communities.
Whether that community is a business audience, an association, enrollees in his “What
If…?” keynote experience or impoverished people worldwide, Mike’s daily efforts and life work are dedicated to transforming communities.
Mike does this most often with his “What If…?” keynote presentations and breakouts, where he uses world-class guitar and hilarious comedy to teach
the three simple, powerful tools which took him from playing empty bars, to headlining Carnegie Hall (eight times!). They work for anyone and everyone,
always.
When organizations need innovation and peak performance, where do they go? Usually it’s to business leaders, authors, or famous sports figures. Rarely
do they go to artists! Yet for artists, creativity, innovation and peak performance are their lifeblood! Being a mega-successful artist, as well as a savvy
entrepreneur and business owner, Mike Rayburn is uniquely qualified to teach artistic principles in a business context, to give businesses and
organizations the edge they so desperately need to innovate and perform at peak “virtuoso” levels… and thus transform their success and significance.
The measure of any speaker is the results they produce. Mike is consistently cited as “the hit of the conference,” and “what we needed and didn’t even
know it.” More importantly, businesses regularly attribute significant, sometimes exponential increases in sales, impact and morale to the application of
Mike’s keynote tools and breakout session content.
Select Keynotes
Become A Virtuoso - Elite Performance Mastery
What if one decision enhanced your client's business and teams forever…drawing a line in the sand between whatever came before, and the
exponentially greater success about to come? Do you think they would want to know what it is?
In Rayburn’s brand new “B e c o m e a V i r t u o s o” keynote, Rayburn will take the mystery out of mastery. Each person will learn and then make
“The Virtuoso Decision,” and leave with a simple, personalized action plan for becoming world class…their personal best. Music and comedy
creations are integral to every Rayburn keynote experience. Recognized as a world class guitarist, Rayburn will debut his 2 0 - s t r i n g “ H a r p
G u i t a r ” modeling his message about high performance and becoming a virtuoso. The “Virtuoso” keynote experience will make your client's
event unforgettable...and boost their bottom line!
Takeaways…attendees will learn:
The specific daily practices that differentiate world-class performers in business and life from everyone else.
What a “Virtuoso” is and why you want to dedicate your life to becoming one.
The power of fundamentals and why the greatest achievers in any field focus on them relentlessly.
The “Succeed Anyway” mindset for overcoming the inevitable obstacles you will encounter, and to see how obstacles are integral,
necessary for growth.
The power of “deliberate practice” in leadership, business, sales, and life.
How to identify and develop a laser focus on the single most important thing.
What “ruthless congruence” means and why it matters to all long-term success.
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The most powerful, life-changing decision you’ll ever make. (And be inspired to make it)!
How to ultimately “Become a Life Virtuoso,” and apply these principles in your relationships, health, finances, and spiritual life.
The “What If…?” Experience
The “What If…?” Experience is Mike’s transformational, hilarious keynote presentation. In it Mike uses his amazing guitar work and hilarious
comedy as a metaphor, to illustrate three tools designed to turn your team into an army of innovators with the peak performance skills to
transcend the status quo to stop managing change, and lead by creating change. Oh… and they’ll l
The “What If…?” Experience is Mike’s transformational, hilarious keynote presentation. In it Mike uses his amazing guitar work and hilarious
comedy as a metaphor, to illustrate three tools designed to turn your team into an army of innovators with the peak performance skills to
transcend the status quo to stop managing change, and lead by creating change. Oh… and they’ll laugh so hard it hurts!
Every major invention, accomplishment and victory in human history began with the simple, almost childlike curiosity of a “What If…?” question.
So, why isn’t your team asking this daily? And what if they were? After Mike’s presentation your team will look at problems and impossibilities
and instead of turning away, they’ll instead ask, “ W h a t i f w e c o u l d? I k n o w w e c a n ’ t , b u t w h a t i f W E c o u l d? ” They will set inspirational
goals, perform like virtuosos, and achieve transformational results because of it.
Your Audience Will Learn:
Three simple, powerful, tools you can use immediately and forever to access your gold mine of unrealized potential; the tools which took
Mike from playing bars to Carnegie Hall.
That managing change is not only stupid, it’s dangerous; you’ll learn how to stop managing change and start creating change; how to
define the curve rather than follow it.
The most powerful motivational force on this planet. (Hint… it is not power, sex, money, or fame).
What Now? Virtual Keynote
W H A T N O W ? ? ? In his new and virtually tested keynote, Mike Rayburn gives your leaders and teams the mindset to look at the landscape that
everyone else sees, but find the opportunities that they’re all missing - the tools to create change instead of managing it - and the inspiration to
step out boldly - to take action.
Imagine your teams determined and equipped to succeed anyway, whatever the obstacle! It is time to harness the untapped brilliance of your
people and fuel it with the power of your mission and purpose… to become unstoppable!
Together we will answer the question “What NOW?” and position your organization for success in the new world.
Rayburn can present for you:
Live and virtually
In a customized, pre-recorded keynote
Live and in person (Mike will travel to you)
Select Book Titles
2 0 1 0: What If ...?
Select Testimonials
Mike was outstanding! He immediately connected with our audience. He was wonderful to work with, flexible, accommodating and high energy
from start to finish. But what a remarkable talent! It isn't often you find someone with a truly meaningful message who can deliver it with such
incredible power and humor at the same time. He has been quoted many times since his performance already and that says it all.
— Ferrero

Hi Mike! Your ears must have been ringing this morning. We were all talking about how FABULOUS you are! You make us look like heroes. Or, in
our case, heroines! If every speaker/performer was as outgoing, engaging, down to earth, caring, empathetic, flexible, motivational, inspirational,
our jobs would be easy. There is NO ONE out there who I would rate higher than you. You are the best there is. Thank you for everything!
— MHEDA
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